
Daisy Granny Squar Pattern 
Difficulty Level/skills 

Required/techniques Used

This is a beginner friendly pattern and 

you have to know basic stitches in 

crochet like chain, Double crochet and

Triple Crochet

Yarn

Hooks

3.5mm

Notions

Stitch markers, Scissor  

It works round .

Sizes12 cm x 12 cm

This pattern is written and charted using 

standard US crochet terminology.

MATERIALS

TENSION

SIZE INFORMATION

You can free to use any kind of yarn.

This pattern we used 4 Ply yarn

                        

Sl St - Slip Stitch

CH - Chain Stitch

DC - Double Crochet

TC- Triple Crochet

ABBREVIATIONS, GLOSSARY, 

REFERENCES, TECHNIQUES

METHOD 
chain (CH) 5 and join to form a circle

Work into middle fo the ring. Color 01

Row 01- 2CH(Count as first DC), 11 

DC into ring. Sl st to top of the 2CH. 

Fasten off.

Row 02- change to new color with a 

sl st in any space between DC

 3CH(count as first TC), 3 TC in same 

space, remove crochet hook and insert it 

into the top of the first 3 CH,  pull last 

TC through first loop - petal made - 2 

CH 4 TC in same space, remove crochet 

hook and insert it into the top of the 

first TC,  pull last TC through first loop - 

petal made - 2CH x11 

Slip st into first petal and fasten off.
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Daisy Granny Square Pattern 

crochet: chain, double crochet and
triple crochet

Difficulty level/skills 
required/techniques used

You work this crochet square in the round.
 
 
 
 
 

You can crochet this granny square using
any type of yarn and any size crochet hook. 
This tutorial uses a basic 4 Ply yarn 
and size 3.5mm crochet hook.

Yarn & Hook
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Row 03- Attach new color with a slip 

stitch to any 2 CH space. 2 CH (counts as 

first DC)+ 2 DC+1 CH+3 DC into same 

space. (corner made). 3 DC into next 2 

spaces, 3 DC+1CH, 3 DC into next 

space x3, 3 DC into next 2 spaces, sl st 

to the top of the first 2 CH.

Row 04- make sl sts until you reach to 

corner space and 2 CH+2 DC+1CH+3DC 

into same space. then 3 DC into next 3 

spaces, 3DC+1Ch+3DC into corner 

space x3 , 3 DC into next 3 spaces and 

join with a slip stitch.
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Row 05- make sl sts until you reach to 

corner space and 2 CH+2 DC+1CH+3DC 

into same space. then 3 DC into next 4 

spaces, 3DC+1Ch+3DC into corner 

space x3 , 3 DC into next 4 spaces and 

join with a slip stitch.
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